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Title [ Edit ] NCSC Geometry 5.GM.1c3 Task1

Nu Design Pattern [ Edit ] NCSC Geometry 5.GM.1c3 
CCC: Use ordered pairs to graph given points
  
CCSS: 5.G.1. Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define a coordinate system, with
the intersection of the lines (the origin) arranged to coincide with the Ãƒ??Ãƒ?Ã‚Â¢?? on each line and a
given point in the plane located by using an ordered pair of numbers called its coordinates. Understand
that the first number indicates how far to travel from the origin in the direction of one axis, and the second
number indicates how far to travel in the direction of the second axis, with the convention that the names of
the two axes and the coordinates correspond.   dev note

Grade Level
Activities

[ Edit ]           

Item 4 Item 3 Item 2 Item 1

Depth of
Knowledge
(DOK)

                                        

Selected
Focal KSAs

Ability to use ordered
pairs to graph points

Ability to use ordered
pairs to graph points

Ability to use ordered
pairs to graph points

          

Focal KSA
Notes

                     FK1. Essence: Ability to
identify ordered pairs
that represent points
plotted in the first
quadrant

          

Selected KSA
for Items 1
and 2

                              Knowledge of what
ordered pairs represent

KSA for
Items 1 and 2
Notes

                                        

Associated
AKSAs,
Cognitive
Background
Knowledge

Knowledge of what
ordered pairs represent
Knowledge of
conventions of graphing:
X-axis, Y-axis, location
and meaning of origin,
the numbers in the 1st
quadrant are positive
and increase from the
origin, the numbering
scale
Ability to use graph
paper

Knowledge of what
ordered pairs represent
Knowledge of conventions
of graphing: X-axis, Y-
axis, location and
meaning of origin, the
numbers in the 1st
quadrant are positive and
increase from the origin,
the numbering scale
Ability to use graph paper

Knowledge of what
ordered pairs represent
Knowledge of
conventions of graphing:
X-axis, Y-axis, location
and meaning of origin,
the numbers in the 1st
quadrant are positive and
increase from the origin,
the numbering scale
Ability to use graph
paper

          

Potential
Observations

Given a number of
ordered pairs, the
student correctly graphs
the points (e.g., Student
is given the following
ordered pairs and
correctly graphs them:
(5, 8) (8, 4).)

Given a number of
ordered pairs, the student
correctly graphs the points
(e.g., Student is given the
following ordered pairs
and correctly graphs
them: (5, 8) (8, 4).)

Given a number of
ordered pairs, the student
correctly graphs the
points (e.g., Student is
given the following
ordered pairs and
correctly graphs them: (5,
8) (8, 4).)
Given three graphed
representations of
ordered pairs, the student
correctly identifies the
graph showing the target
pair (e.g., Student is
given a graph showing
(5, 8); (8, 5); and (5, 7).
Student correctly identifies
the graph showing (5, 8).

          

Potential
Observation
Notes (based
on selected
KSA)

                                        

Potential
Work

Constructed Response Constructed Response Constructed Response
Selected Response

Selected Response
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Products
Selected Response

Potential
Work Product
Notes (based
on selected
KSA)

                                        

Characteristic
Features

Limit to positive integers
no greater than 20
The scale on the axes
are labeled by 1s
Squares in the graph
paper must be large
enough to label every
tick mark and be a size
that the student is
familiar with (e.g., equal
to or greater than 1/4
inch)
The graph axes will be
labeled with x and y and
include a numbering
scale

Limit to positive integers
no greater than 20
The scale on the axes are
labeled by 1s
Squares in the graph
paper must be large
enough to label every tick
mark and be a size that
the student is familiar with
(e.g., equal to or greater
than 1/4 inch)
The graph axes will be
labeled with x and y and
include a numbering scale

Limit to positive integers
no greater than 20
The scale on the axes are
labeled by 1s
Squares in the graph
paper must be large
enough to label every tick
mark and be a size that
the student is familiar with
(e.g., equal to or greater
than 1/4 inch)
The graph axes will be
labeled with x and y and
include a numbering
scale

Limit to positive integers
no greater than 20
The scale on the axes
are labeled by 1s
Squares in the graph
paper must be large
enough to label every
tick mark and be a size
that the student is
familiar with (e.g., equal
to or greater than 1/4
inch)
The graph axes will be
labeled with x and y and
include a numbering
scale

Associated
Variable
Features,
Cognitive
Background
Knowledge

Remind student that
ordered pairs show
where to put points on a
graph using an x and a
y value: No
Provide student with an
example graph and
remind student of the
features of the graph
(e.g., X-axis, Y-axis,
location and meaning of
origin, the numbers in the
1st quadrant are positive
and increase from the
origin, the numbering
scale)
(example graph should
be the same type of
graph used in the item
but must use different
data than the item):
Implemented
Provide student with an
non-construct relevant
example of a point
located on a graph and
state that point
represents an ordered
pair: Implemented
Remind student that the
x- and y-axis can be
drawn as lines on graph
paper to create a right
angle, and that if your
follow a vertical line from
the x-axis and a
horizontal line from the
y-axis you can find the
point where they
intersect: No

Remind student that
ordered pairs show where
to put points on a graph
using an x and a y value:
Implemented
Provide student with an
example graph and
remind student of the
features of the graph (e.g.,
X-axis, Y-axis, location
and meaning of origin, the
numbers in the 1st
quadrant are positive and
increase from the origin,
the numbering scale)
(example graph should
be the same type of graph
used in the item but must
use different data than the
item): Implemented
Provide student with an
non-construct relevant
example of a point
located on a graph and
state that point represents
an ordered pair:
Implemented
Remind student that the x-
and y-axis can be drawn
as lines on graph paper
to create a right angle,
and that if your follow a
vertical line from the x-
axis and a horizontal line
from the y-axis you can
find the point where they
intersect: Implemented

Remind student that
ordered pairs show where
to put points on a graph
using an x and a y value:
Implemented
Provide student with an
example graph and
remind student of the
features of the graph (e.g.,
X-axis, Y-axis, location
and meaning of origin,
the numbers in the 1st
quadrant are positive and
increase from the origin,
the numbering scale)
(example graph should
be the same type of
graph used in the item but
must use different data
than the item): No
Provide student with an
non-construct relevant
example of a point
located on a graph and
state that point represents
an ordered pair:
Implemented
Remind student that the x-
and y-axis can be drawn
as lines on graph paper
to create a right angle,
and that if your follow a
vertical line from the x-
axis and a horizontal line
from the y-axis you can
find the point where they
intersect: Implemented

Remind student that
ordered pairs show
where to put points on a
graph using an x and a
y value: No
Provide student with an
example graph and
remind student of the
features of the graph
(e.g., X-axis, Y-axis,
location and meaning of
origin, the numbers in the
1st quadrant are positive
and increase from the
origin, the numbering
scale)
(example graph should
be the same type of
graph used in the item
but must use different
data than the item): No
Provide student with an
non-construct relevant
example of a point
located on a graph and
state that point
represents an ordered
pair: No
Remind student that the
x- and y-axis can be
drawn as lines on graph
paper to create a right
angle, and that if your
follow a vertical line from
the x-axis and a
horizontal line from the
y-axis you can find the
point where they
intersect: No

Selected
Variable
Features:
Perceptual

Delivery mechanisms by
which the question is
perceived eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Delivery parameters for
oral presentation of
material eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for the use of
equipment required for
the task eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****

Delivery mechanisms by
which the question is
perceived eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Delivery parameters for
oral presentation of
material eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****
Supports for the use of
equipment required for the
task eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****

Delivery mechanisms by
which the question is
perceived eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Delivery parameters for
oral presentation of
material eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****
Supports for the use of
equipment required for
the task eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****

Delivery mechanisms by
which the question is
perceived eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Delivery parameters for
oral presentation of
material eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for the use of
equipment required for
the task eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****

Selected
Variable
Features:
Skill and
Fluency

Supports for
manipulating physical
materials eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for

Supports for manipulating
physical materials eg:
****Yes (see e.g.)****
Supports for manipulating
digital/electronic

Supports for
manipulating physical
materials eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for

Supports for
manipulating physical
materials eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for
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manipulating
digital/electronic
equipment eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for composing
a response in text eg:
No
Practice with familiar
equipment: No
Response mode options
eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****
Practice tutorials with
unfamiliar physical
materials or
digital/electronic
equipment eg: No

equipment eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for composing a
response in text eg: No
Practice with familiar
equipment: No
Response mode options
eg: ****Yes (see e.g.)****
Practice tutorials with
unfamiliar physical
materials or
digital/electronic
equipment eg: No

manipulating
digital/electronic
equipment eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for composing
a response in text eg: No
Practice with familiar
equipment: No
Response mode options
eg: ****Yes (see e.g.)****
Practice tutorials with
unfamiliar physical
materials or
digital/electronic
equipment eg: No

manipulating
digital/electronic
equipment eg: ****Yes
(see e.g.)****
Supports for composing
a response in text eg:
No
Practice with familiar
equipment: No
Response mode options
eg: ****Yes (see
e.g.)****
Practice tutorials with
unfamiliar physical
materials or
digital/electronic
equipment eg: No

Selected
Variable
Features:
Language
and Symbols

Embedded support for
vocabulary and symbols
eg: Implemented:
Background
Knowledge
Digital text with or
without automatic text to
speech: ****Yes****
Highlight essential
elements, words, or
phrases: Implemented:
Indicate the axes on
the graph
All key information in the
dominant language (e.g.,
English) is also available
in prevalent first
languages (e.g.,
Spanish) for second
language learners:
****Yes****
All key information
available in sign
language for students
who are deaf: ****Yes****
Digital Braille with or
without automatic Braille
to speech: ****Yes****
Alternate syntactic levels
(simplified text):
Implemented
Level of abstraction
required of student eg:
Implemented: Visual
and oral
New vs. pre-taught
vocabulary and
symbols: Implemented:
Assuming pre-taught
Use of multiple
representations eg:
Implemented: Visual
Read language and
symbols aloud:
Implemented

Embedded support for
vocabulary and symbols
eg: Implemented:
Background
Knowledge
Digital text with or without
automatic text to speech:
****Yes****
Highlight essential
elements, words, or
phrases: Implemented:
Indicate the axes on the
graph
All key information in the
dominant language (e.g.,
English) is also available
in prevalent first
languages (e.g., Spanish)
for second language
learners: ****Yes****
All key information
available in sign
language for students who
are deaf: ****Yes****
Digital Braille with or
without automatic Braille
to speech: ****Yes****
Alternate syntactic levels
(simplified text):
Implemented
Level of abstraction
required of student eg:
Implemented: Visual
and oral
New vs. pre-taught
vocabulary and symbols:
Implemented:
Assuming pre-taught
Use of multiple
representations eg:
Implemented: Visual,
demonstration
Read language and
symbols aloud:
Implemented

Embedded support for
vocabulary and symbols
eg: Implemented:
Background
Knowledge
Digital text with or without
automatic text to speech:
****Yes****
Highlight essential
elements, words, or
phrases: Implemented:
Bolded grid lines to
plotted points
All key information in the
dominant language (e.g.,
English) is also available
in prevalent first
languages (e.g., Spanish)
for second language
learners: ****Yes****
All key information
available in sign
language for students
who are deaf: ****Yes****
Digital Braille with or
without automatic Braille
to speech: ****Yes****
Alternate syntactic levels
(simplified text):
Implemented
Level of abstraction
required of student eg:
Implemented: Visual
and oral
New vs. pre-taught
vocabulary and symbols:
Implemented:
Assuming pre-taught
Use of multiple
representations eg:
Implemented: Visual,
demonstration
Read language and
symbols aloud:
Implemented

Embedded support for
vocabulary and symbols
eg: No
Digital text with or
without automatic text to
speech: No
Highlight essential
elements, words, or
phrases: No
All key information in the
dominant language (e.g.,
English) is also available
in prevalent first
languages (e.g.,
Spanish) for second
language learners:
****Yes****
All key information
available in sign
language for students
who are deaf: ****Yes****
Digital Braille with or
without automatic Braille
to speech: ****Yes****
Alternate syntactic levels
(simplified text):
Implemented
Level of abstraction
required of student eg:
Implemented: Visual
New vs. pre-taught
vocabulary and
symbols: Implemented:
Assuming pre-taught
Use of multiple
representations eg:
Implemented: Visual
Read language and
symbols aloud:
Implemented

Selected
Variable
Features:
Cognitive

Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
provide graphic
organizers: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
provide alternative forms
of key concepts: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
familiar materials and
their use eg:
Implemented: Use of
grid paper
Options for supporting
critical features, big

Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide
graphic organizers: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide
alternative forms of key
concepts: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
familiar materials and
their use eg:
Implemented: Use of
grid paper
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide a

Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide
graphic organizers: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide
alternative forms of key
concepts: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
familiar materials and
their use eg:
Implemented: Use of
grid paper
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide a

Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
provide graphic
organizers: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
provide alternative forms
of key concepts: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
familiar materials and
their use eg:
Implemented: Use of
grid paper
Options for supporting
critical features, big
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ideas, and relations:
provide a response
template: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
outline information: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
allow viewing of stimuli
from previous stages
and parts:
Implemented: Item
prompt presented
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide modeled
prompts eg: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide multiple entry
points: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
mask part of the
information eg: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
provide modeled
prompts: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a practice item
or task: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
Remind student of the
function of tools/features
designed to aide
comprehension and
processing of
information eg:
Implemented: Orient
student to graph
features
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
note-taking: No
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
present items as a
discrete unit or embed in
a scenario:
Implemented:
Discrete unit
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
locate items near
relevant text:
Implemented
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
mnemonic aids: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
use consistent
signals/cues eg:
****Yes****
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide sequential
highlighting eg: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -

response template: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: outline
information: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
allow viewing of stimuli
from previous stages and
parts: Implemented:
Demonstration
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide modeled prompts
eg: Implemented
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide multiple entry
points: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
mask part of the
information eg: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide
modeled prompts:
Implemented
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a practice item or
task: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: Remind
student of the function of
tools/features designed to
aide comprehension and
processing of information
eg: Implemented:
Orient student to graph
features
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
note-taking: No
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
present items as a discrete
unit or embed in a
scenario: Implemented:
Discrete unit
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
locate items near relevant
text: Implemented
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
mnemonic aids: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
use consistent
signals/cues eg:
****Yes****
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide sequential
highlighting eg: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide analogies and
examples: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
pre-teach background
content eg: No assuming
knowledge is pre-

response template: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: outline
information: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
allow viewing of stimuli
from previous stages and
parts: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide modeled
prompts eg:
Implemented
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide multiple entry
points: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
mask part of the
information eg: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: provide
modeled prompts:
Implemented
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a practice item
or task: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: Remind
student of the function of
tools/features designed to
aide comprehension and
processing of information
eg: Implemented:
Orient student to
graph features
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
note-taking: No
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
present items as a
discrete unit or embed in
a scenario:
Implemented: Discrete
unit
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
locate items near relevant
text: Implemented
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
mnemonic aids: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
use consistent
signals/cues eg: Yes
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide sequential
highlighting eg: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide analogies and
examples: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
pre-teach background
content eg: No
assuming knowledge

ideas, and relations:
provide a response
template: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
outline information: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
allow viewing of stimuli
from previous stages
and parts:
Implemented:
Demonstration
rectangle
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide modeled
prompts eg: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide multiple entry
points: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
mask part of the
information eg: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
provide modeled
prompts: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a practice item
or task: No
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
Remind student of the
function of tools/features
designed to aide
comprehension and
processing of
information eg: No
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
note-taking: No
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
present items as a
discrete unit or embed in
a scenario:
Implemented:
Discrete unit
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
locate items near
relevant text: No
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
mnemonic aids: No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
use consistent
signals/cues eg:
****Yes****
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide sequential
highlighting eg: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide analogies and
examples: No
Options for supporting
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provide analogies and
examples:
Implemented
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
pre-teach background
content eg: No
assuming knowledge
is pre-taught
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide concept maps:
No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a guide or
checklist for prioritization
of steps in multi-step
problems: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide hyperlinks to
multi-media: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to familiar
materials: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to related
information: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of
materials or activities
used to teach
foundational
reading/English
language arts or
mathematics skills: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of prior
experiences: ****Yes:
Permissable to say,
"Remember when we
plotted points on a
graph."****
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
reread question/stimulus:
****Yes****
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
highlight information:
Implemented

knowledge is pre-
taught
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide concept maps:
No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a guide or
checklist for prioritization
of steps in multi-step
problems: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide hyperlinks to
multi-media: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to familiar
materials: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to related
information: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of
materials or activities
used to teach
foundational
reading/English language
arts or mathematics skills:
No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of prior
experiences: ****Yes:
Permissable to say,
"Remember when we
plotted points on a
graph."****
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
reread question/stimulus:
****Yes****
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: highlight
information:
Implemented

assuming knowledge
is pre-taught
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide concept maps:
No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a guide or
checklist for prioritization
of steps in multi-step
problems: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide hyperlinks to
multi-media: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to familiar
materials: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to related
information: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of
materials or activities
used to teach
foundational
reading/English language
arts or mathematics skills:
No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of prior
experiences: ****Yes:
Permissable to say,
"Remember when we
plotted points on a
graph."****
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
reread question/stimulus:
****Yes****
Options for supporting
critical features, big ideas,
and relations: highlight
information:
Implemented

Options for supporting
background knowledge -
pre-teach background
content eg: No
assuming knowledge
is pre-taught
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide concept maps:
No
Options for guiding
exploration and
information processing:
provide a guide or
checklist for prioritization
of steps in multi-step
problems: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide hyperlinks to
multi-media: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to familiar
materials: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
provide links to related
information: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of
materials or activities
used to teach
foundational
reading/English
language arts or
mathematics skills: No
Options for supporting
background knowledge -
remind student of prior
experiences: ****Yes****
Options for supporting
memory and transfer:
reread question/stimulus:
****Yes****
Options for supporting
critical features, big
ideas, and relations:
highlight information:
Implemented

Selected
Variable
Features:
Executive

Representations of
progress eg: No
Prompts, scaffolds, and
questions to monitor
progress, to "stop and
think", and for
categorizing and
systematizing: No
Prompts and scaffolds to
estimate effort, resources,
and difficulty: No
Guides, checklists,
graphic organizers,
and/or templates for
goal setting, prioritizing,
breaking long-term
objectives into reachable
short-term goals, self-
reflection, and self-
assessment: No
Adjust levels of
challenge and support
eg: Implemented

Representations of
progress eg: No
Prompts, scaffolds, and
questions to monitor
progress, to "stop and
think", and for
categorizing and
systematizing: No
Prompts and scaffolds to
estimate effort, resources,
and difficulty: No
Guides, checklists, graphic
organizers, and/or
templates for goal setting,
prioritizing, breaking long-
term objectives into
reachable short-term
goals, self-reflection, and
self-assessment: No
Adjust levels of challenge
and support eg:
Implemented

Representations of
progress eg: No
Prompts, scaffolds, and
questions to monitor
progress, to "stop and
think", and for
categorizing and
systematizing: No
Prompts and scaffolds to
estimate effort, resources,
and difficulty: No
Guides, checklists,
graphic organizers,
and/or templates for goal
setting, prioritizing,
breaking long-term
objectives into reachable
short-term goals, self-
reflection, and self-
assessment: No
Adjust levels of challenge
and support eg:
Implemented

Representations of
progress eg: No
Prompts, scaffolds, and
questions to monitor
progress, to "stop and
think", and for
categorizing and
systematizing: No
Prompts and scaffolds to
estimate effort, resources,
and difficulty: No
Guides, checklists,
graphic organizers,
and/or templates for
goal setting, prioritizing,
breaking long-term
objectives into reachable
short-term goals, self-
reflection, and self-
assessment: No
Adjust levels of
challenge and support
eg: Implemented

Selected
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Selected
Variable
Features:
Affective

Task options for
engagement: variety of
stimuli: No
Task options for
engagement: item/task
format eg:
Implemented:
Constructed
response
Task options for
engagement: heighten
salience: Implemented
Task options for
engagement: enhance
relevance, value, and
authenticity of tasks eg:
No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
varied levels of
challenge and support:
Implemented
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
supports to reduce
student frustration eg:
****Yes, (see e.g.)****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
optimal student
positioning (positions
which encourage
alertness, not
recumbent): ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
feedback to support
engagement: ****Yes,
do not identify
correct or incorrect
responses****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: prompt
student to engage/re-
engage: ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: cover up
part of text so student
isn't overwhelmed: No
Task options for
engagement: vary
amount of context
supporting tasks eg: No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: administer
assessment at optimal
time of day for student
engagement: ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
verbal/gestural prompts:
***Yes****

Task options for
engagement: variety of
stimuli: No
Task options for
engagement: item/task
format eg: Implemented:
Constructed response
Task options for
engagement: heighten
salience: Implemented
Task options for
engagement: enhance
relevance, value, and
authenticity of tasks eg:
No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
varied levels of challenge
and support:
Implemented
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
supports to reduce student
frustration eg: ****Yes,
(see e.g.)****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
optimal student
positioning (positions
which encourage
alertness, not recumbent):
***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
feedback to support
engagement: ****Yes, do
not identify correct or
incorrect
responses****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: prompt
student to engage/re-
engage: Yes
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: cover up
part of text so student isn't
overwhelmed: No
Task options for
engagement: vary amount
of context supporting
tasks eg: No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: administer
assessment at optimal
time of day for student
engagement: ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
verbal/gestural prompts:
***Yes****

Task options for
engagement: variety of
stimuli: No
Task options for
engagement: item/task
format eg:
Implemented: Selected
response
Task options for
engagement: heighten
salience: Implemented
Task options for
engagement: enhance
relevance, value, and
authenticity of tasks eg:
No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
varied levels of challenge
and support:
Implemented
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
supports to reduce
student frustration eg:
****Yes, (see e.g.)****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
optimal student
positioning (positions
which encourage
alertness, not recumbent):
***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
feedback to support
engagement: ****Yes, do
not identify correct or
incorrect
responses****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: prompt
student to engage/re-
engage: ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: cover up
part of text so student isn't
overwhelmed: No
Task options for
engagement: vary
amount of context
supporting tasks eg: No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: administer
assessment at optimal
time of day for student
engagement: ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
verbal/gestural prompts:
***Yes****

Task options for
engagement: variety of
stimuli: ***No
Task options for
engagement: item/task
format eg:
Implemented:
Constructed
response
Task options for
engagement: heighten
salience: No
Task options for
engagement: enhance
relevance, value, and
authenticity of tasks eg:
No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
varied levels of
challenge and support:
Implemented
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
supports to reduce
student frustration eg:
****Yes, (see e.g.)****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
optimal student
positioning (positions
which encourage
alertness, not
recumbent): ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
feedback to support
engagement: ****Yes,
do not identify
correct or incorrect
responses****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: prompt
student to engage/re-
engage: ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: cover up
part of text so student
isn't overwhelmed: No
Task options for
engagement: vary
amount of context
supporting tasks eg: No
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: administer
assessment at optimal
time of day for student
engagement: ***Yes****
Teacher options for
providing supports for
attention and
engagement: provide
verbal/gestural prompts:
***Yes****

Item
Complexity
Notes

 IC1. Claims: Procedural
Alignment to CCC:
Full
Demonstration: No

 IC1. Claims: Procedural
Alignment to CCC: Full
Demonstration: Yes
Number of item parts:

 IC1. Claims: Procedural
Alignment to CCC:
Partial, Fully aligned
to Essence

 IC1. Claims: Conceptual
Alignment to CCC:
No (Aligned to AKSA)
Demonstration: No
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Number of item parts:
2
Segmented
presentation: No
Type of response:
Constructed
Number of response
options: N/A
Type of graph
created: Coordinate
grid
Response template:
No
Number of data
points to be plotted:
2

2
Segmented
presentation: No
Type of response:
Constructed
Number of response
options: N/A
Type of graph created:
Coordinate grid
Response template:
No
Number of data points
to plotted: 2

Demonstration: Yes
Number of item parts:
1
Segmented
presentation: No
Type of response:
Selected
Number of response
options: 3
Type of graph
created: Coordinate
grid
Response template:
No
Number of data points
to plotted: N/A

Number of item parts:
1
Segmented
presentation: No
Type of response:
Selected
Number of response
options: 2
Type of graph
created: Coordinate
grid
Response template:
No
Number of data
points to be plotted:
N/A

Item Directive  ID1. Teacher/administrator
presents a handout
with a graph with
axes clearly labeled
and the ordered pair
(2,4) plotted on the
graph and clearly
labeled (Stimulus
Material 1), and says,
"You are going to
plot points on this
graph."

Teacher/administrator
points to the zero,
runs finger along the
x-axis and says,
"This is the x-axis."
Teacher/administrator
points to the zero,
runs finger up the y-
axis and says, "This
is the y-axis".
Teacher/administrator
points to the zero and
says "This is the
origin where the x
and y-axes meet. Its
ordered pair is zero,
zero."

Teacher/administrator
indicates the point
(2,4) on Stimulus
Material 1 and says,
"One point is already
plotted on the graph.
It is located at two,
four. The ordered pair
is two, four. Now
itâ€™s your turn to
plot a point.â€œ

Part 1: 
Teacher/administrator
presents a note card
(Stimulus Material 2)
with the ordered pair
(1,3) to the student
and says, "Plot a
point at one, three on
this graph.â€ 

Part 2:
After student
responds to Part 1,
teacher/administrator
leaves point (1,3) on
the graph and
presents a note card
(Stimulus Material 3)
with the ordered pair
(7,5) to the student
and says, "Now, plot
a point at seven, five
on this graph."

 ID1. Teacher/administrator
presents a graph with
axes clearly labeled
(Stimulus Material 1),
and says, "You are
going to plot points on
this graph.â€ 

Teacher/administrator
points to the zero, runs
finger along the x-axis
and says, "This is the
x-axis."
Teacher/administrator
points to the zero, runs
finger up the y-axis
and says, "This is the
y-axis".
Teacher/administrator
points to the zero and
says "This is the origin
where the x and y-
axes meet. Its ordered
pair is zero, zero."

Teacher/administrator
says, "We are going to
plot a point on this
graph together using
an ordered pair. Watch
carefully. <Presents
notecard with the
ordered pair (2,4)
(Stimulus Material 2)
These numbers <points
to the ordered pair on
Stimulus Material 2>,
two-four, tell us where
the point will be on the
graph. The first
number, the 2, <point
to the 2 on the
notecard> tells us
where on the x-axis the
point will be. Look on
the x-axis and find the
two
<Teacher/administrator
puts finger on the point
(2,0)>. The second
number of the ordered
pair <point to the 4 on
the notecard>, the 4,
tells us where on the y-
axis the point will be.
Look on the y-axis
and find the four
<Teacher/administrator
puts finger on the point
(0,4)>. Now, I bring my
finger up from the 2
and my other finger
across from the 4, and
where they meet is
where we plot the
point. This point is two,
four. Now itâ€™s your
turn to plot a point.â€

 ID1. Teacher/administrator
presents student with a
handout of a graph
(Stimulus Material 1)
and says, "You are
going find what
ordered pair was
used to plot this point
<teacher/administrator
points to point (2,4) on
graph>. First follow
the line down to the x-
axis
<teacher/administrator
draws a straight line
with a ruler from the
point (2,4) down to the
point (2,0)>. This
number two <points to
the 2 on the x-axis> is
the first number of the
ordered pair." 

Teacher/administrator
presents student with a
note card with the
order pair template,
and writes "2" in the
blank ordered pair
template and says,
"This is how we write
an ordered pair. The
two is the first number
in this ordered pair. It
comes from the x-
axis."

Teacher/administrator
returns to Stimulus
Material 1 and says,
"Then we go back to
the point on the graph.
Follow the line across
to the y-axis axis
<teacher/administrator
draws a straight line
with the ruler from the
point (2,4) across to
the point (0,4)>. This
number four on the y-
axis is the second
number of the ordered
pair. The second
number of the ordered
pair is placed here
<teacher/administrator
writes "4" in the
ordered pair
template>."

Teacher/administrator
removes Stimulus
Materials 1 and 2,
and presents student
with another graph
(Stimulus Material 3)
and says, "What was
the ordered pair that

 ID1. Teacher/administrator
presents student with
two graphs (Stimulus
Materials 1 and 2)
and says, "[Look
at/touch/point to]
which graph has
POINTS PLOTTED
using ordered pairs?"
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Part 1: 
Teacher/administrator
presents a note card
(Stimulus Material 3)
with the ordered pair
(1,3) to the student and
says, "Plot a point at
one, three on this
graph.â€ 

Part 2:
After student responds
teacher/administrator
leaves point (1,3) on
the graph and presents
a note card (Stimulus
Material 4) with the
ordered pair (7,5) to
the student and says,
"Now, plot a point at
seven, five on this
graph. "

was used to plot this
point
<teacher/administrator
points to the point>?"
A. "one, three"
B. "two, four or"
C. "three, one?"

Correct
Answer

                                        

Materials for
Examiner

                                        

Description
of Stimulus
Materials

 Do1. Stimulus Material 1:
Graph paper with 1
inch grid. The x-axis
and y-axis are
clearly labeled.
The x-axis is labeled
0-10 and the y-axis
is labeled 0-8. The
points (0,0) and
(2,4) are clearly
plotted and labeled
on the graph.

Stimulus Material 2:
Note card with (1,3)

Stimulus Material 3:
Note card with (7,5)

 Do1. Stimulus Material 1:
Graph paper with 1
inch grid. The x-axis
and y-axis are clearly
labeled.
The x-axis is labeled
0-10 and the y-axis is
labeled 0-8. The point
(0,0) is clearly plotted
and labeled on the
graph.

Stimulus Material 2:
Note card with (2,4)

Stimulus Material 3:
Note card with (1,3)

Stimulus Material 4:
Note card with (7,5)

 Do1. Stimulus Material 1:
Graph paper with 1
inch grid. The x-axis
and y-axis are
clearly labeled.
The x-axis is labeled
0-6 and the y-axis is
labeled 0-5. The
point (2,4) is clearly
plotted and labeled
on the graph.

Stimulus Material 2:
Note card with
ordered pair
template (__,__)

Stimulus Material 3:
Graph paper with 1
inch grid. The x-axis
and y-axis are
clearly labeled.
The x-axis is labeled
0-6 and the y-axis is
labeled 0-5. The
point (1,3) is clearly
plotted on the graph
but is not labeled.
Beneath the graph
are the following
answer options:
A. (1,3)
B. (2,4)
C. (3,1)

 Do1. Stimulus Material 1:
Graph paper with 1
inch grid. The x-axis
and y-axis are
clearly labeled.
The x-axis is labeled
0-6 and the y-axis is
labeled 0-5. The
points (2,2), (3,3),
and (4,4) are clearly
plotted on graph.

Stimulus Material 2:
Graph paper with 1
inch grid. The x-axis
and y-axis are
clearly labeled.
The x-axis is labeled
0-6 and the y-axis is
labeled 0-5. No
points are plotted on
graph.

Notes                                         
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